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Project components:

- International Conference “Social resilience and stronger professional networks as preconditions for peace” Chisinau, October 9-10, 2023
- Post-conference informational sessions / other types of promotion organized by the international speakers in their libraries
CONFERINȚA NAȚIONALĂ
REZILIENTĂ SOCIALĂ ȘI REȚELELE PROFESIONALE PUTERNICE CA PRECONDIȚII PENTRU PACE

9-10 OCTOMBRIE 2023

Biblioteca Națională a Republicii Moldova, blocul central, etajul 2, sala de lectură nr. 1, str. 31 August 1989, 78 A

BANNER OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
SOCIAL RESILIENCE AND STRONGER PROFESSIONAL NETWORKS AS PRECONDITIONS FOR PEACE

PARTENERI:

- LIGA BIBLIOTECARILOR DIN REPUBLICA MOLDOVA „ADEX RĂU”
- ABRVA
- INSTITUTUL CULTURAL ROMÂN „NIHOI EMINESCUL”

GASTROBAR LIVE KITCHEN

BIBLIOTECA NAȚIONALĂ A REPUBLICII MOLDOVA

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN NATIONAL LIBRARIANS

MINISTERUL CULTURII AL REPUBLICII MOLDOVA

www.bnm.md
Objectives of the project:

- Updating the importance of professional networks;
- Integration of social resilience in the work of the national library system;
- Exploring good practices of social resilience and partnership of the libraries;
- Transfer of the knowledge at national and international levels.
Photos of the participants of the Conference
Conference participants, in the lobby of the National Library of the Republic of Moldova
Data of project implementation:

- Mixed format;
- Online speakers: Germany - 1, Ukraine - 3, Romania - 1;
- In person speakers: Lithuania - 3, Latvia - 2, Romania - 1, Moldova - 4 (3 - National Library and 1 expert on media education);
- 109 participants (among which 24 online (including online speakers), 85 in person (including in person speakers).
Opening of the International Conference

The conference participants were greeted by:

- the President of CENL Frank SCHOLZE;
- representatives of the central authorities of the Republic of Moldova and;
- international organizations, with which NL of the Republic of Moldova and the library community in the country had multiple collaborations, especially in support of refugees from Ukraine.
There were discussed such topics as:

- partnerships of libraries and professional associations in times of crisis;
- ways to increase institutional and librarian resilience;
- change and adaptation to the new identity of the library institution.
Promotion of the Conference: YouTube, FB, web sites


Promotion of the Conference by the international community

- Post-conference information sessions by participants from National Libraries of Ukraine, Latvia, Lithuania
- Articles in professional magazines (Ukraine, Moldova)
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